
 Geerhte Seiter-Tramsak (Judith.Seiter-Tramsak@pforzheim.de) et al,
~
 On Tuesday March 24th, I received your letter (dated March 20th) letting me know about my right to express my opinion about 
the impending determination by the immigration office of the city of Pforzheim (PF) (Ausländerbehörde der Stadt) to reduce the 
amount of the circa 320 euro monthly stipend, which, as an asylum seeker, I had been very generously receiving from German 
tax payers[20.03.2020_Recht_zur_Anhörung].
~
 After I was allowed to work my salary has been deducted from that baseline amount. On my last statement from my Sparkasse 
account dated 16.03.2020 the transfer from the Stadt PF amounted to 7,20 euro and the month before to 1,2 euro. I should repeat,
it is one of my top priorities to pay back in full all that money and as you know I wouldn't need any of it if I were allowed to 
work more than 10 hours per week  (which I and the employer I was allowed to work for have repeatedly requested) even for 12 
euro an hour, about which I am entirely fine!
~
 From your official letter:
 Daher beabsichtigen wir, folgende Maßnahmen zu treffen:
* Einschränkung Ihres Asylbewerberleistungsanspruchs gemäß § 1a Abs. 3 S 1 AsylbLG ab dem 18.03.2020, zunaechst befristet 
bis 17.09.2020.
 Wir geben Ihnen die Gelegenheit, bis zum 03.04.2020 schriftlich Ihre Stellungsnahme beim Jugend- und Sozialamt der Stadt 
Pforzheim, Zehnthofstr.10-12, 75175 Pforzheim, abzugeben. Sollte bis dahin Ihre Äußerung nicht vorliegen, gehen wir davon 
aus, dass Sie auf ihr Recht zur Anhörung verzichten.
~
 We therefore intend to take the following measures:
 * Restriction of your entitlement to asylum seeker benefits in accordance with Section 1a Paragraph 3 S 1 Asylum Benefits 
Laws from March 18, 2020, initially limited to September 17, 2020.
 We give you the opportunity to submit your statement in writing to the Youth and Social Welfare Office of the City of 
Pforzheim, Zehnthofstr. 10-12, 75175 Pforzheim by April 3, 2020. If you do not receive your response by then, we will assume 
that you are waiving your right to be heard.
~
 The legal motion by the immigration office of the city of Pforzheim  is based on my refusal to cooperate during my own 
deportation (as I later learned, the legal term being: "passive resistance" („passiver Wiederstand")) based on the the laws 
pertaining to monetary assistance to asylum seekers:
  Asylbewerberleistungsgesetz (AsylbLG) § 1a Abs.3 S 1:
 § 1a Anspruchseinschränkung
 (3) Leistungsberechtigte nach § 1 Absatz 1 Nummer 4 und 5, bei denen aus von ihnen selbst zu vertretenden Gründen 
aufenthaltsbeendende Maßnahmen nicht vollzogen werden können, erhalten ab dem auf die Vollziehbarkeit einer 
Abschiebungsandrohung oder Vollziehbarkeit einer Abschiebungsanordnung folgenden Tag nur Leistungen entsprechend Absatz 
1. Können bei nach § 1 Absatz 1 Nummer 6 leistungsberechtigten Ehegatten, Lebenspartnern oder minderjährigen Kindern von 
Leistungsberechtigten nach § 1 Absatz 1 Nummer 4 oder 5 aus von ihnen selbst zu vertretenden Gründen aufenthaltsbeendende 
Maßnahmen nicht vollzogen werden, so gilt Satz 1 entsprechend. 
 § 1 Leistungsberechtigte
 (1) Leistungsberechtigt nach diesem Gesetz sind Ausländer, die sich tatsächlich im Bundesgebiet aufhalten und die 
 1. eine Aufenthaltsgestattung nach dem Asylgesetz besitzen,
 4. eine Duldung nach § 60a des Aufenthaltsgesetzes besitzen,
 5. vollziehbar ausreisepflichtig sind, auch wenn eine Abschiebungsandrohung noch nicht oder nicht mehr vollziehbar ist 
~
 Asylum Seekers Benefits Act (AsylbLG) § 1a Abs.3 S 1:
 § 1a limitation of claims
 (3) Beneficiaries in accordance with Section 1 subsection 1 numbers 4 and 5, for whom measures to terminate their stay cannot 
be implemented for reasons for which they are responsible, will only receive benefits in accordance with subsection 1 from the 
day following the enforceability of a threat of deportation or the enforcement of a deportation order. If in the case of spouses, life
partners or minor children entitled to benefits under § 1 paragraph 1 number 6 of beneficiaries according to § 1 paragraph 1 
number 4 or 5, for reasons for which they themselves are responsible, measures to end the stay cannot be implemented, sentence 
1 applies accordingly.
 § 1 Beneficiaries
 (1) Foreigners who actually reside in the federal territory and who are entitled to benefits under this law are
 1. have a residence permit under the Asylum Act,
 4. have a tolerance according to Section 60a of the Residence Act,
 5. are enforceably obliged to leave, even if a deportation warning is not yet or is no longer enforceable
~
 The courts have told me that I must submit all official documentation in German and I could include an English translation. 
Unfortunately, my Berater (Milan) couldn't help me with the correction/drafting of the German translation in such a short time in 
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addition to all the Corona Virus problematic, but he told me I will have time for the preparation of meine Anhörung anyway. In 
case of doubts or unclear phrases, you could default to the (idiomatic, quirky) English document or directly ask me.
 As part of my defense I will include verbatim the text and/or post relating documents: [OU] would refer to the text of the initial 
„offensichtlich unbegründet" determination by BAMF, [BE] to the „Beschluss" (decision) by judge Friedrich and [GV] to the 
detention papers I got from the PF police as part of the 17.03.2020 „gewaltsame Verschiebung" authorized/overseen by Frau 
Susanne Kaemper (susanne.kaemper@rpk.dwl.de) which I resisted. Next to the acronym I include the page and the paragraph 
number; "[GV] 3,4" meaning  „gewaltsame Verschiebung" document, page 3 and paragraph 4.
~
 Thank you, very much for extending till Thursday 17.09.2020 the deadline for my dissenting opinion, which I can send via 
email, regarding being penalized because of my passive resistance as the Federal Police tried to deport me back to the U.S.
 My Berater (Milan) has told me that here in Germany you don't understand/receive well when people include emotions in legal 
matters (like writing a joke on a medical recipe). Since I am not a lawyer, I can't write dry legalese. Good old Cuban humor and 
NYC sarcasm might float up from my points, but I still think that they are very clear and, of course, I know first hand mine is no 
joking matter. The teacher in me will also include examples. My intention is obviously explanatory, not offensive in any way. 
The topics and issues I write about in this document are vast and complex. I tried my best at concisely presenting my case 
without misrepresenting it (as they say in the U.S.: "it is what it is"). I do believe that the truth belongs in the four winds and, as I
prove, there is a degree of scheming and deception in what has been "happening" to me. I should not adopt their ways, since I 
have absolutely "nothing to hide"(tm). Every single point I have made in this document are articulated in a falsifiable way. Most 
of what I am saying is not new. All the information about it is out there if you want to find it. I haven't been able to sleep well 
since that deportation attempt (you kind of feel like the grass on the banks of the river Enz will morph into NYPD and German 
Federal Police squads to get you). I may find the time and energy to tidy up both versions of this document and its references a 
bit. Its most current update I will keep at: ipsoscustodes.wordpress.com/2020/04/09/gewaltsame_verschiebung
 I should also let you know that I am actively looking for a lawyer to take over my case. Currently I am negotiating with the 
office of Dr. Reinhard Marx esquire, to hopefully represent me legally or, at the very least, offer me legal advice. Most of the 
technical problems I am having are because I am not a lawyer and I haven't been properly informed (in addition to my case being
a bit sui generis).
 Indeed! I have much to say about my passive resistance, being my most important points that:
 a) I have always thought that I had a valid an open political asylum case in the German courts, so trying to forcibly return me to 
the U.S. was definitely unjust, but, I would argue, borderly illegal (why is it that I was never informed about the outcome of my 
case?);
 b) I have stated in no unclear terms that neither will I willingly go, nor do I want to be deported back to the U.S., as I have 
explained, more than two decades of USG orchestrated harassment, persecution and Zersetzung type of torture are more than 
enough. This is one of the few points that the officer of the initial BAMF interview (the Commission) got right, when he included
in the text of the initial interview (as he put it) that:
 [OU] 6,5: Der Antragsteller machte im Rahmen seiner persönlichen Anhörung seine Furcht geltend, dass er in den USA 
verhaftet oder getötet werden könnte (en: At the time of his personal interview, the applicant expressed his fear that he might be 
arrested or killed in the United States).
 After experiencing first hand how as part of their nonsensical social-control experimentation, USG senselessly torments people 
to the point of driving them to commit suicide and abuses children (even babies, for Christ's sake!) for their "greater good" bs, I 
have nothing but contempt for the government of that country.
 c) as I myself and all my friends thought my decision to leave the U.S. for good was the only responsible, moral option that a 
sane and morally grounded person would make.

 Based on the current laws which I have taken the time to read (Asylum Law §34, Aufenthaltsgesetz §60: Verbot der 
Abschiebung) it is obvious that I became the subject of persecution by USG (a political institution) because of my moral 
convictions and activism, so their actions turned me into a politically persecuted person. Neither have I gotten a deportation order
(„Abschiebungsandrohung"), nor have I been given the option to voluntarily leave Germany on my own, nor should I be 
deported back to the U.S.A. I thought my case, the support letters and the affidavits the court relating to it would be enough.
 Even if I am not a lawyer, I can't quite understand why/how an active legal matter (relating to an asylum application case, not a 
criminal matter) was taken over/dealt with by the police in "quiet", secret ways. As I was driven from PF to KA a (uniformed) 
police officer (who did me the favor to call my Berater, Danke schön!) told me that "deporting a US-Amerikaner was 'easy'". I 
think he was talking about the Atlantic Ocean and about "just" (as those folks think/are) handcuffing my hands and legs, 
physically restraining the body physiologically linked to my mind and putting it in a plane bound to the U.S. So, in addition to 
my case, what brought me "back" to Germany (this time for entirely different reasons), I will have to tell you about me and my 
beleaguered living for 24 years, 5 months and 22 days in "'the' land of 'the' 'free' ..." (increasingly turning into fatally dangerous 
after I started to openly question and fight back USG). It amazes me how little you here in Germany know (or want to?) about 
what the U.S. has turned into.

 I had to defend myself because lawyers would not even take my case. I didn't know lawyers were such domainists. I sent out an 
email to all suggested/authorized lawyers in BaWü from a list provided to me by my Berater (https://fluechtlingsrat-
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bw.de/rechtsanwaeltinnen.html), with the subject line: US-Amerikaner braucht ein Rechtsanwalt. Wissen sie was „Zersetzung" 
ist? Wissen sie von Zielpersonen ("Targeted Individuals")? Their replies were mostly along the lines (in that order):
 1) Sorry, I am already swamped by all kinds of cases;
 2) I do not understand the physical/technological aspects of your case (I let them know that as a Physicist and tech monkey 
myself I could explain all there is to it, but they didn't reply to me);
 3) As a „US-Amerikaner", you have very little chances that they will take your case seriously to begin with;
 4) I don't speak English, know about the U.S. well enough to defend your case.
~
 I knew of a lawyer who had taken the case of another „U.S. Amerikaner", but he did not answer my questions, was trying to 
charge me almost twice as much for basic services, wanted all the money upfront and, most importantly, his other client who was
sharing the container apartment with me didn't seem to be happy at all with him/his services. So, I ended up defending myself, 
which is a legal right you have. But, does that mean that the courts will "naturally" (even unconsciously)  take your case less 
seriously? (of course, "they would not do that because this is illegal"), that you are tacitly exposing yourself to abuse? That you 
are not supposed to be directly informed about your own case? Through his lawyer Mr. Hughes was formally informed about his 
asylum application and he chose to withdraw his case. He did receive his legal documents back and left the country on his own, 
in his case back to the U.S. André Shepperd's "change of heart" case has been in the courts for 12 years[wiki André Shepperd]. 
Obviously, he doesn't want to go back to the U.S. As they say, every case is different and I am not claiming to be better than 
anyone else. Daniel Elsberg was a (U.S. military) perpetrator and so were, as I learned during his funeral, Joel Kovel (a personal 
friend), NSA Edward Snowden, Hugh Thompson and many other. They risked dedicating their lives to criticize USG's wrong 
doings. I have clearly showed to the courts that I was indeed being persecuted by USG since I was 1995 imprisoned at the 
Guantánamo Naval Base (as a refugee, not a "terrorist"), for no reason whatsoever since the U.S. Department of State had 
previously granted me political asylum and they knew that the Cuban government didn't let me leave, as they let you know -in 
writing and citing the laws from their books-, because my brother (a well-known musician) had left the country and remained 
overseas "without authorization". Yes, the Cuban dictatorial government is like that. I never thought I would find that honorable.
~
 As someone who had no other option than having to defend his own case himself (which is a legal option, even if very 
complicated and disadvantageous as my case clearly shows), in order to ensure that you can actually exercise the rights of self 
representation, as prescribed by law, regardless of the plaintiff being a professional lawyer, I would suggest to the courts that 
applicants should:
 1) receive a basic written explanation of all the steps of the process -from the courts- including a schedule of when-what should
be submitted (the assistance of badly overworked counselors is not enough);
 2) be clearly informed (not just using "summarizing adjective phrases": "offensichtlich unbegründet") about:
 2.1) the laws pertaining to your case (I did find most laws and basic documentation which had been used as references in the 
determinations by "Germany" (as "vs. López") but, as I pointed out to judge Friedrich, at times I reached a cul-de-sac on walled-
up documents behind "club members only" barriers),
 2.2) the background and consequences of legal procedures;
 3) ensure that the applicant has the means to mount her/his own defense (thankfully, I could sit at PF's public library use their 
scanners and printers for a little fee and access the Internet for free).
@@
 ~Otherwise, I argue, in general the courts in Germany may run the unconstitutional and illegal risk of putting themselves in the 
position of "playing God". The right to self defend your case is comtemplated in the law, but, of course, it should be more than a 
verbal statement. At the very least the Swiss government was more explicit about what they saw as their "reasoning" on their 
denial of my political asylum case (even in insightful ways ;-)). They asked me: "how come you were allowed to study in 
Germany (die ehemalige DDR) if you stemmed from a family of well-known, high profile political dissidents?" Now, did they 
just admit to some good in the repression by an outright police state? I let them know that this is the same question they asked, 
Rosa María Payá Acevedo, the daughter of the most prominent political dissident, who, coincidentally, like her dad and me also 
studied Physics. In the first group of 6 students that went to finish our school at the TU Dresden, there were also a Jehovah 
witness and the daughter of another political dissident. The Cuban, like any government, ideologically charges education, but 
they don’t care about the mere act of you studying whatever. They see it as some kind of mental occupation. The Swiss also told 
me that I should try to move to Brazil "where they speak Spanish" and that my German was fine, but they speak French in the 
region in Switzerland where my first cousins live.~
~
 On Tuesday March 17th at 5:00 AM. the knocks on the door of four PF police officers awakened me. They opened the door 
themselves with a key and told me I had 15 minutes to pack, that I was going to be flown back to the U.S. at 1 PM. I asked them 
for the detention order and they handed it to me. At the police station I was able to clearly read the unjust scheming in it. From 
the police station they drove me to Karlsruhe where my hands and feet were handcuffed, they made me walk and brought me to 
the airport like that (see the marks and chafing on my hands and feet after 6 hours[marks and chafing on my hands and feet after 
6 hours]). They repeatedly told me I had been informed about what was about to happen and given the option to freely leave 
Germany/the E.U. on my own. I clarified that that wasn't the case and that they could check it on their own right from the 
detention order the PF police had handed to me. Those kind of folks would not pay any attention to you.
 Once at Frankfurt international airport, after clearly explaining my position to different Federal Police officers and having some 
stupid back and forth with other police who tried to "tough talk" and threatened me, I refused to stand upright, move or talk 
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anymore. They told me I was going to be jailed and deported no matter what at the latest in two weeks. My reaction was: "Fine! 
it would be my fifth jail time!" (none of them for criminal reasons under any standard). That was my only way to protest abuse, 
let the German/EU and U.S. governments know that I never willingly returned to the U.S., that they can have all the guns and 
someone could still say:  "no". This is something I have made very clear from day one even explaining the reasons as honestly as 
I possibly could. I stated it on my first BAMF interview, on my letters to the court house in Karlsruhe and during the deportation 
attempt. I would expect them to have understood me by now.
 Apparently, after the Lufthansa plane bound to NYC left, they came for me, but told me: "I could go home" („Sie können nach 
Hause gehen"). I told them: "I had no 'home'" („Ich habe kein Zuhause") and they then told me they meant the half-way house 
where I currently live in PF. I told them "I hoped it was not another of their tricks/games" („Ich hoffe es geht nicht um eine 
andere Spielerei"). They handed me a seemingly official letter written by Frau Susanne Kaemper, the same person who had 
authorized and/or was apparently overseeing my deportation, which I had to sign[Susanne Kaemper return to PF]. Then they 
brought me into the public area of the airport, said goodbye and shut the door behind me. I was like: "What the heck did just 
happen?!?", "has been happening for the last 7 hours!?!" It was all so weird that, even though I speak German, I could not 
understand on a R&W level the letter that I had to sign, just stating I had to return to the place where I had been living. It felt 
quite a bit eerie to see myself (relatively) "free" again just like that after all that hassle. I just went back "home" (or the place I 
had been driven out early in the morning by police) as fast as I could in the only way I possibly could: using public 
transportation.
 It got more "interesting". On the next day I told my manager what had just happened. I had to mention it, because the address of 
the tutoring center where I work was listed as one of the possible locations where I could be sought and you never know about 
those kinds of folks "following orders". Also, why did they list my work place if they know where I am 24x7? It is my moral 
responsibility to protect those children and youth from random acts of violence they couldn't have understood. I had jokingly told
my students that they had to get eine Eins (1) (the highest score in Germany) in Math and Physics, otherwise I would be deported
back to the U.S. and I didn't want that at all. My supervisor told me to stop cracking those kinds of jokes that being a refugee in 
Germany was a very loaded issue, so, parents would start calling her asking questions about "that refugee from the U.S." they 
had hired. My manager could not understand why I was surprised about what had happened to me. She confided to me that the 
last time she had tried to convince the city to let me work more hours, Ausländerbehörde Frau Wurster („meine Mutti": in the 
sense that she knew all that was good and proper for me, that I didn't need to worry about any of it myself (I thought)) had told 
her: "She should not rely on having me for the agency's future business plans", because "'I knew' that they were coming for me 
any time", that "as a U.S. citizen I didn't have to apply for political asylum in order to come to Germany", that "I should be happy
that I was allowed to work at all". At that time my manager only told me the last part about "being happy ..." (which I am, 
indeed!). I was amazed to hear that from my manager. I explicitly asked my manager her authorization to out our private 
conversation regarding my legal and human rights, personal integrity and security. It is evident from the very detention order that
the authorities of the German government themselves tacitly state in writing, bold and underlined letters that I didn't know! 
Moreover, they warned the police, as suggesting to them and the other parties involved not to let me know. Here is what Susanne 
Kaemper wrote to the police:
~
  Der/Den Person(en) wurde die Abschiebung vorab nicht angekündigt. Sollten as polizeilicher Sicht Vorermittlungen 
hinsichtlich des tatsächlichen Aufenhalts der Person(en) unter der bekannten Wohnanschrift erforderlich sein, wird 
daher darum gebeten, diese so durchzuführen, dass die Durchzuführung der geplanten Abschiebung nicht gefährdet 
wird.
 en: The deportation was not announced to the person (s) in advance. If, from a police point of view, preliminary 
investigations into the actual residence of the person (s) under the known residential address are required, we ask that 
you carry them out in such a way that the execution of the planned deportation is not endangered.
~
 About the "as a U.S. citizen ..." line, which I here everywhere I go even from lawyers supposedly friendly to my cause as if 
everybody were teaming up against me. Only in two occasions Iraqi young ladies came up to me and asked where I was from 
that it is not often you hear people speak English. I cautiously told them the truth and that, please, I don't have anything to do 
with the genocidal abuses of USG's foreign policy. After putting on a smirk, they told me: "I didn't have to explain that to them if 
I was here as a refugee". They both told me they wanted to improve their English because they were trying to study overseas and 
I told them my tips (which they checked right as I was telling them on their cell phones). Just to cite one example, at times I have
walked past a group of people who have synchronized their cell phones to make the noises of falling bombs. At this point being a
„US-Amerikaner", as we say in the U.S., has become "the new nigger" for me.
 USG has such a degree of control over each of their citizens (every single person using a phone, electronic communication in the
world?) that they can, quite literally, put anyone any time in what could be not that metaphorically seen as a virtual jail. No 
wonder some people would say such nonsense as "the government is reading, hijacking their mind". After I managed to scan the 
document, they removed page 3 on which Frau Kaemper's cautionary note and identifying information is included, but they think
of themselves as being too smart and everybody else too stupid, inattentive. These kinds of problems I have with any form of 
communication I use. You can still see, how the pagination goes from 2 to 4 and, since those documents are written from 
templates, by comparing it to other thematically similar ones, you will notice that the sections on page 3 are missing, namely: 
„Bemerkung:", „Wichtiger Hinweis:" and „Flughaffen   (Frankfurt/Main)  :". Also, Milan asked me to tell him who had 
authorized it from the detention order and I told him that I could only see a name and an email address, which when I read off to 
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him, he told me those are higher up people in the government. Since all photo shops are closed I took a picture of that page and 
included it. I keep that and other important documents with me at all times. Coincidentally and probably not entirely and directly 
relating to that incident, after my passive resistance incident, my manager (whom I have known to be a nice and true lady and 
with whom I had an excellent professional relationship) has pulled a 180 on me. She doesn't want for me to use the copier at the 
office not even to scan documents into a pdf file (no paper usage at all!), as she told me:  "'because' she could lose her job".
$ _IFL="2020-03-17_gewaltsame_Verschiebung_Ereignis.pdf"
$ date
Mi 8. Apr 18:04:34 CEST 2020
$ ls -l "${_IFL}"
-rw-r--r-- 1 lbrtchx lbrtchx 230905 Mär 20 16:05 2020-03-17_gewaltsame_Verschiebung_Ereignis.pdf
$ md5sum -b "${_IFL}"
30ba1f58db6524284c1a6cd164379694 *2020-03-17_gewaltsame_Verschiebung_Ereignis.pdf
$ sha256sum -b "${_IFL}"
a4c14f6456942b6fbb6939f1be224f0cbe3e92a8ee4e1ba7e07fccf1cf06cfde *2020-03-17_gewaltsame_Verschiebung_Ereignis.pdf
$ file "${_IFL}"
2020-03-17_gewaltsame_Verschiebung_Ereignis.pdf: PDF document, version 1.4
$ pdfinfo "${_IFL}"
Creator:        Canon iR-ADV 6575  PDF
Producer:       Adobe PSL 1.3e for Canon
CreationDate:   Fri Mar 20 15:05:14 2020 CET
Tagged:         no
UserProperties: no
Suspects:       no
Form:           none
JavaScript:     no
Pages:          3
Encrypted:      no
Page size:      595.2 x 841.68 pts
Page rot:       0
File size:      230905 bytes
Optimized:      no
PDF version:    1.4
$ 
~
$ _IFL="2020-03-17_gewaltsame_Verschiebung_Ereignis_page-3_20200408_180839.jpg"
$ ls -l "${_IFL}"
-rw-r--r-- 1 lbrtchx lbrtchx 3370271 Apr  8 18:08 2020-03-17_gewaltsame_Verschiebung_Ereignis_page-
3_20200408_180839.jpg
$ md5sum -b "${_IFL}"
0ef862eb4a6589b96b46572fcc43fded *2020-03-17_gewaltsame_Verschiebung_Ereignis_page-3_20200408_180839.jpg
$ sha256sum -b "${_IFL}"
1cc2cff367be319195dd401949b3cb8c594bf8c7592d60fa653bfe8636d1167c *2020-03-
17_gewaltsame_Verschiebung_Ereignis_page-3_20200408_180839.jpg
$ file "${_IFL}"
2020-03-17_gewaltsame_Verschiebung_Ereignis_page-3_20200408_180839.jpg: JPEG image data, Exif standard: [TIFF image 
data, little-endian, direntries=13, height=4032, resolutionunit=2, manufacturer=Huawei, model=Nexus 6P, software=HDR+ 
1.0.177471000n, orientation=upper-left, datetime=2020:04:08 18:08:39, GPS-Data, xresolution=226, yresolution=234, 
width=3024], baseline, precision 8, 3024x4032, frames 3
~
@@

 On Tuesday March 31st, 2020 at around 2:45 PM, as I went to her office in person to return meine vorherige Duldung, I was 
able to speak to Frau Wurster, she asked me about "the passive resistance show I had put up at the airport" and told me that "I 
was myself making harder being authorized to work". I only told her that I always thought I had an open legal case with the 
courts and all I had to say I would put in writing.
@@

>
 On the original 08.05.2019 BAMF rejection letter it was stated on item 4: Deportation prohibitions according to § 60 paragrph 5 
and 7 sentence 1 of the Residence Act are not available.
 But then after I sent a second letter to the court:
 * date: Tuesday, August 13, 2019
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 * subject: § 87a Abs. 2, 3 VwGO (decision by the court chamber); § 80 Abs. 5 VwGO (stop of deportation procedures); initial 
"manifestly unfounded" determination ...
 still asking for clarifications on the BAMF initial rejection which they referred to as the basis of their Beschluss, which I also 
questioned and on which I answered their request about my preference; if I wanted for a single judge or a chamber to decide my 
case? (after which I got a second letter telling me not to mind the previous one that they had themselves decided a single judge 
will determine my case based on the initial rejection by BAMF). However after my letter I received a letter from judge Friedrich 
which made obvious to me that he had actually read my letters and, apparently, the letters of support and affidavits of my friends 
in the U.S. He even referred to me by my middle name, as only my family and close friends do.
>
 This is how I described to my friends an important incident which happened Wednesday August 15th and Milan’s reply to me:
 from: Ricardo Lopez<rclopez2.math.artz.de@gmail.com>
 date: 21. August 2019 um 18:03
 subject: a glimmer of hope? . . .

 last Wednesday my landlord hollered me as I picked cherries from a tree next to my Wohnheim, which branches as I noticed 
today have been cut off I wonder why.

 I expected some bad news, but he just asked me if I was still receiving my stipend. I hadn't for the last 3 weeks (which, as I have 
learned, they do as part of the process of kicking your rear end), but he just told me that the office wanted to make sure I was 
around because "I should have gotten my stipend".

 Currently I am working on making a case for the court to take me plight seriously. I think I am doing a pretty good job.

 I will keep you posted.

 truth and peace and love,
 C 
 Milan Kopriva<Milan.Kopriva@diakonie-pf.de>
 date: 22. August 2019 um 07:59
 An: Ricardo Lopez <rclopez2.math.artz.de@gmail.com>

 Very good! I wouldn't expect a deportation or anything in that direction anytime soon, to be honest.

 I hope these cherries are edible... :-)

 Best regards,

 Milan Kopriva
 Beratung von Flüchtlingen (Asylbewerbern)

 Goethestraße 41 / D-75173 Pforzheim
 Tel. +49 7231 42 86 535 / Fax +49 7231 42 86 599
 milan.kopriva@diakonie-pf.de / www.diakonie-pforzheim.de 
<
 As it is stated on the fine print (Ha! a legal document with a fine print!) von meiner Duldung (tolerance): „Kein Aufenhaltstitel! 
Der Inhaber ist ausreisepflicht!" ("This is not a residency permit! The carrier must leave the country"), she told me that a 
Duldung is not a residency permit (I never thought it was), but eine „Aussetzung der Abschiebung" (a "temporary suspension of 
the deportation") -for the duration of your legal process-. This is what you can read right off the wikipedia page:
 § 60a Aufenthaltsgesetz (AufenthG) regelt, wessen Abschiebung ausgesetzt wird und aufgrund dessen eine Duldung (§ 60a Abs. 
4 AufenthG) erhält; dies sind insbesondere Fälle, in denen eine Abschiebung aus rechtlichen oder tatsächlichen Gründen 
(zunächst) nicht durchgeführt werden kann. Die Duldung dient ausschließlich dazu, dem Ausländer zu bescheinigen, dass er 
ausländerbehördlich registriert ist und von einer Durchsetzung der bestehenden Ausreisepflicht für den genannten Zeitraum 
abgesehen wird. 
 en: Section 60a of the Residence Act (AufenthG) regulates whose deportation is suspended and is therefore tolerated (Section 
60a (4) of the Residence Act); these are in particular cases in which deportation cannot (initially) be carried out for legal or 
factual reasons. The toleration only serves to certify that the foreigner is registered with the immigration authorities and that the 
existing obligation to leave the country is not enforced for the period mentioned.
~
 As I wrote this document and compared the two Duldung documents I got, I realized what Frau Wurster might have meant, but 
didn't expressly mention to me when she said to my manager that: "'I knew' that they were coming for me any time". To me the 
"as a U.S. citizen ..." line, bares no relationship whatsoever with either a formal asylum application or "'knowing' that they were 
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coming for me any time". My previous Duldung had expired 02-12-19, even though the new Duldung I got after my passive 
resistance is "valid until 19-06-20" I had been authorized on both documents to "work for Schülerhilfe … bis 07.11.2020. Other 
any other employment only with authorization of the immigration office".
 On 27.12.2019 I received in the mail an appointment from „meiner Mutti" letting me know meine Duldung was about to expire, 
so I had to pay a visit to her office for it to be extended. She asked me to bring new passport pictures, so I thought I would get a 
new Duldung (I had previously given her a whole set of passport pictures she had asked me for but then didn't use), but she 
simply pasted my work authorization on top of the older Duldung, so that I could start working asap. I asked her if I still had to 
come for the appointment for meine Duldung to be extended and her last reply was:
Von: Ricardo Lopez [mailto:rclopez2.math.artz.de@gmail.com]
Gesendet: Donnerstag, 13. Februar 2020 12:37
An: Wurster, Karina <Karina.Wurster@pforzheim.de>
Cc: SH 467 Pforzheim-Tiergarten <Pforzheim-Tiergarten@schuelerhilfe.de>
Betreff: Könnte Ich zwischen 12-15 Stunden pro Woche arbeiten?

 So, das heißt dass Ich den Termin mit Ihnen am Mittwoch 26.02 um 9:00 Uhr habe?

 Vielen Dank,
 L
An: Ricardo Lopez <rclopez2.math.artz.de@gmail.com>

Guten Morgen Herr Lopez,

nein, Sie haben keinen Termin bei mir. Ich bestelle Sie bei nächster Verlängerung wieder ein.

Mit freundlichen Grüßen
Karina Wurster
Kunden-Service

Stadt Pforzheim
Amt für öffentliche Ordnung
Abteilung für Migration und Flüchtlinge
Asyl- und Flüchtlingswesen
Östliche Karl-Friedrich-Straße 2
75175 Pforzheim

Telefon +49 7231 39 3167
Telefax +49 7231 39 3199

karina.wurster@pforzheim.de
www.pforzheim.de

 Why didn't she explicitly tell me: "No, Mr. López deine Duldung will not be extended for the duration of your legal process. You
will be deported any time"? Now that I have had to think about it all, I realize that that was about the time that „meine Mutti" told
my manager that "'I knew' that they were coming for me any time".
 There is something more fundamental that I can't quite understand. Why would then be the scheming and secrecy about? Why 
didn't the officers of the German government, as they did with the other US-Amerikaner case, simply and officially tell me: "Mr. 
López your Duldung had expired 02-12-19, here are your personal travel documents, we don't like you, go away", but trying to 
deport me back to the U.S. in "quiet", secret ways? This latest deportation scheming attempt is the second fishy attempt at it. The 
first one was when BAMF's OU letter "mysteriously disappeared" until after the deadline I had to submit my  appeal to the 
courts. At this point I wonder what else don't I know, the extent of the whole scheming. What is going on with me/my political 
asylum application? Don't I have not only the legal, but also the human right to know? Who is calling the shots? USG?
~
 I know well perps are networked and paid for globally, but it isn't the fact that USG is messing with silly me even when I am not
in the U.S. even using the courts and the local police for their scheming a clear case of persecution? The reason I wonder is 
because, even if I would admit that here in Germany those people try do to a better job at pretending they are not associated with,
affiliated to the government and, in comparison to what I had to endure in the U.S. it all has been so far kind of an annoying odd 
joke, those people tend to get more intensive over periods of time as they did in the last two weeks before knocks on the door by 
the police walked me up.
 I found at the diakonie a flyer with some contact information from an organization supposedly fighting what they called "right 
wing extremists" ("leuchtlinie kontakt" <kontakt@leuchtlinie.de>) I did contact them to tell them that there were gangs of 
perps[SRC perps] („Vigilantes") harassing me at the library (which has been also noticed by the library's workers) and that I had 
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pictures of them. Those people, none of which I know (yet, they act as if you were already having a forceful conversation with 
them), cloak, field me, appear wherever I may be and act as if they knew me or something. I assured them that I don't know any 
of those people and that they are definitely organized by and linked to the government. They never got back to me. In fact, as my 
friends (some of them were stationed right here in Germany for decades as CIA agents) pointed out to me, this is global and the 
CIA has free reign in Germany, that "I had jumped out of the frying pan into the fire", that USG and their associates would 
simply pay idiots who apparently have nothing better to do in their lives than harassing other people and that there are plenty of 
idiots everywhere. That they don't know nothing about me. They are just being told to watch out for that "unpatriotic, up-to no 
good crazy one". I know that, but why would die PF beat police participate in clowning skits? I was amazed to notice that even 
little PF had "scan escapes" as they do in NYC (that barber shop, Sado Style?, next to the Norma store, close to Benckiserpark 
and that other unnamed pub on Leopoldgasse on a close link turn towards the back between the shoe selling and the "perfect 
nail" place). Once as I walked into the library my most active gang stalker started telling a friend in the adorably tactless way 
German people are that I wasn't any kind of terrorist, spy, bad guy, … or "any of that sh!t"; that he wondered what kind of bad 
guy would possibly sit every day in a library and intensively study the whole day ... I never saw him again. I wonder how he 
figured it out. I always thought of those people as being unable to come to such conclusions on their own. I thought they only had
brains to "follow orders". Some other TIs have told me about similar stories. Since I never talk to those idiots, it was the first 
time I have experienced so was. Those emming effing morons told me as I waited for Frau Wurster to bring me meine neue 
Duldung (they always do things in a way that if you react you would be automatically complicating your life yourself even more)
that they will attack me if I take pictures of them again. I will take pictures of their boss and send it to those leuchtlinie.de people 
and the PF police for them to be able to see if those are just CIA "free-reign" folks and/or also the German government, citizens 
taking part in that kind of organized harassment. Why can't you take pictures of them if they are provided with pictures, your 
whereabouts 24x7 and all kinds of information about you? One of the greatest and loveliest uses of technology I have heard of 
was a British animal rights activist who found a "Romeo" in her life and after they had a baby, "Romeo" disappeared without 
leaving a trace. As it happens she heard of google's face recognition technology; scanned a picture of the guy and found not only 
"Romeo", she found out that the guy was actually a British spy then in New Zealand apparently in another baby making, "hit and 
run" operation. How lovely!
  As teachers clearly see, there are legally adult people with the mind of 10-year olds. I had kind of moral discomfort from having
those thoughts float in my consciousness, but doctors who are my friends told me that they also notice how people who are 
younger are not only less healthier than older people, but are actively messing with their health and they didn't have any moral 
issues, that they could simply see it "clinically" because they were doctors, that they don't feel bad about it to the point of having 
moral discomfort if anything, that some other people don't have any thoughts or feelings when they notice individuals who don't 
have and/or senselessly waste money. Those kinds of people "'justifying salaries' paid by 'powerful donors'" would say that "they 
are 'just' trying to talk to you", "to 'help you' change", ... They don't seem to have the brains to see that what they actually are is 
part of a network of emming effing morally deafferented morons using other people as lab rats and systematically harassing them
to the point of driving them commit suicide. As my wife once told me "those people are like the mentally, they develop 
obsessions with certain people and things" and they make you responsible for whatever strikes their own fancy. Once I got a call 
from someone pretending to be a job hunter. It all sounded a bit fishy to me from the start. During the interview the guy was 
talking in weird ways. At some point I realized he was a perp and simply stood telling him that "I have never been a perp in my 
life, that I wondered why was it USG thought that I would become one for them" and left. Right after I came out of the building 
as a I headed back home a lady suddenly drove her elbow really forcefully towards my chest and quickly walked away among a 
bunch of other people. There are laws in the U.S. pertaining to incidents such as these in which "no one gets hurt", so the person 
chasing the other would be considered to be the attacker, the one causing the problem. As this happens, three plain clothed police 
officers were just standing next to their double parked car "ready to strike" staring at me in mocking ways. NYC is a very 
crowded city, people jostle as they past one another all the time. Every one does it to every one else and only tourists get angry 
when they do that to them, but they go profusely out of their way to let you know that that was not just a jostle. Right on my 
block a kid reacted to what he saw as three individuals attacking one of his friends when one of the attackers pulled a gun a killed
him. Afterwards the plain clothed police showed their badges. This is day to day life in NYC. Nothing has ever happened to any 
of those fatally abusive police officers even if, as in the case of Amadou Diallo, one of the NYPD officers that plummeted 40+ 
bullets over an unarmed and defenseless Diallo, had done the same previously. [John Collado][Eric Garner]
[Shooting_of_Amadou_Diallo]
~
 Most importantly, Germany has made me proud of her again, when I notice that even if most people are upset about the 
uncontrolled influx of immigrants, Germany has done a formidable job of treating immigrants humanely and respectfully, in 
comparison to USG (what exactly is the comparison? oh, well!). To put it that way: there are no Milan Koprivas' and Judith 
Seiter-Tramsak's in the U.S. Even though she may feel like "letting that US-Amerikaner brat clearly see that here in Germany 
you must respect rules". She has given me the option to voice my opinion. In current day USA there is none of that. I didn't even 
have an  "opinion", let alone have the right of voicing it. 40+ "illegal immigrants" are brought into a court house and their matters
ruled by a single judge at once. All government institutions in the U.S. are like the other part of the German government (BAMF, 
those „Vigilantes", the court representatives and city officials trying to scheme me into a „gewaltsame Verschiebung" …), which 
to me is one of the tale tell signs of a police state. USG, the "good, 'freedom-loving' Christian fellows" they are, would separate 
and take away the children from their families (which creates a whole host of other problems) and incarcerate them because they 
are "illegal" 'because' they "illegally" crossed the border, besides "what kind of people of do that to their children" ... What I don't
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get is why is it that USG is constantly messing with those countries and they don't see it as very wrong and -illegal-, because God
is telling them to make sure that "freedom-loving" and "capitalist free-wheeling progress" prevail in the Universe?
~
 Now I see what my nice and true and badly overworked Berater, who has helped me in any way he possibly could, said to me in 
a different light. This is what he told me before and after I got meine Duldung:
 Ricardo Lopez<rclopez2.math.artz.de@gmail.com> 23. März 2020 um 13:12
An: Milan Kopriva <Milan.Kopriva@diakonie-pf.de>

 Milan, das ist was Du und andere Berater mir gesagt und erklaert haben. „Logisch" habe Ich es auch so verstanden.

 Ich habe an das Gericht geschrieben, nachdem die mir den "Antrag auf vorläufigen Rechtsschutz" abgelehnt hatten. Dann wurde 
Ich geduldet und durfte arbeiten. Ich dachte, dass Ich die Verlängerung der Arbeitserlaubnis als Antwort zu meinem vorigen 
Gesuch bekommen habe, nachdem mein Antrag abgelehnt worden ist.

 Jetzt verstehe Ich einigermassen, dass der vorläufige Rechtsschutz, den das Gericht mir zugesagt hat, die vorherige BAMF 
Entscheidung betrifft.

 Vielen, vielen Dank!!! Nun kann Ich ein bisschen besser schlaffen! ;-)

 Da du mir empfohlen hast mir einen Rechtsanwalt zu nehmen, wird dass meine Priorität sein.

 Eine Kollegin hat mir mit meinem gebrochenem Deutsch geholfen

 See you my buddy,
 L
---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Milan Kopriva <Milan.Kopriva@diakonie-pf.de>
Date: Wed, 28 Aug 2019 06:24:48 +0000
Subject: AW: more, shinier glimmers of hope? you didn't believe in miracles? ...
To: Ricardo Lopez <rclopez2.math.artz.de@gmail.com>

A Duldung is not an improvement, Ricardo. The "offensichtlich unbegründet" simply sums up the rejection by BAMF of your 
asylum request. Your Duldung is the Ausweis that is issued after any type of rejection by BAMF. But, like explained in my last 
email, you are safe from deportation as long as your "Antrag auf vorläufigen Rechtsschutz" was accepted.

And stop seeing blades above your head! I will tell you when they're really there. ;-)

Best regards,

Milan Kopriva
Beratung von Flüchtlingen (Asylbewerbern)

Goethestraße 41 / D-75173 Pforzheim
Tel. +49 7231 42 86 535 / Fax +49 7231 42 86 599
Mobil +49 159 04055408
milan.kopriva@diakonie-pf.de / www.diakonie-pforzheim.de

Milan Kopriva<Milan.Kopriva@diakonie-pf.de> 23. März 2020 um 13:40
An: Ricardo Lopez <rclopez2.math.artz.de@gmail.com>

Hallo Ricardo,

Der Rechtsschutz hätte dich während des Verfahrens vor Abschiebung geschützt, wurde aber abgelehnt. Das heißt, dass du zu 
keiner Zeit, vor allem auch jetzt nicht, vor einer Abschiebung geschützt warst/bist! Auch die Verlängerung einer Duldung oder 
eine Arbeitserlaubnis schützen nicht vor Abschiebung!

Ein Rechtsanwalt ist deshalb jetzt sehr wichtig!

Liebe Grüße,

Milan Kopriva  
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 During eine Beratung Milan asked me to bring him meine Duldung. He examined and read it through. As I well remember, he  
told me that the whole process could take years of back and forths with the courts and later, when I asked him about the 
possibility to get my own place, he told me that I had to live in the half-way house for two years before I was allowed to find a 
place for myself. That the problem with a Duldung was that "they would keep my wings clipped" that I would not be able to find 
a job from which I could actually make money, attain financial independence, which to me it is much better than being dead, 
under constant outright harassment, persecution and Zersetzung kind of torture in "'the' land of 'the' 'free' ...". Milan didn't tell me 
your Duldung will expire 02-12-19 and after that "you should know they will be coming for me any time". As Frau Wurster said 
to me: I should pay attention to the expiration date an meiner Duldung for it to be extended, which is exactly what I did.
~
 Essentially, the three main points on judge Friedrich's 17.07.2019 ~Beschluss~ were the same as the four ones in the 08.05.2019 
BAMF rejection letter:
 de: >
 Der Antrag auf vorläufigen Rechtsschutz wird abgelehnt.
 Der Antrag auf Bewilligung von Prozesskostenhilfe wird abgelehnt.
 Der Antragsteller trägt die Kosten des gerichtskostenfreien Verfahrens.
< de: 
 en: >
 1) The application for provisional legal protection is rejected.
 2) The application for approval of legal aid is rejected.
 3) The applicant shall pay the costs of the court-free procedure.
< en: 
~
 I was defending myself, so, §b and §c would not apply to my case. Since I don't want to return to the U.S. under any 
circumstances, my most important battle was the one relating to §a temporary protection („vorläufiger Rechtsschutz"), which to 
my understanding had been very clearly explained by me and satisfactorily backed by my Hausleiter and the police.
 Even if not positive in the main, the letter and spirit of judge Friedrich's Beschluss was very different from BAMF's OU 
determination, but I found vexing having to explain technical aspects which to me were clear to the point of finding very hard 
having to explain them anymore, but apparently to the judge weren't, he:
 1) knew what I was talking about when I mentioned Directed Energy Weapons (DEW) (Radiowellengewehre);
 2) could not understand why USG would have a „lückenlose Überwachung" of me;
 3) used the terms „glaubwürdig" (interpersonally credible) und „glaubhaftig" (generally plausible) in ways which, as a scientist 
(and even poet) myself, I could not understand at all;
 4) (as I see it, based on the proportion in the text dedicated to that theme and his continuous inquiries to the police, my 
Hausmeister and me) gave an overriding importance to the delayed submission of my appeal even though he received 
explanatory letters from my landlord and from the police, attesting to the fact that I had never received the BAMF rejection in 
time to be able to exercise the legal right to defend myself to begin with.
~
 On §4, as judge Friedrich himself stated: "A timely submission of the application for provisional legal protection would have 
been all he needed to make it easily possible."
~
 Gründe für das unverschuldete Nichteinhalten der Antragsfrist hat der Antragsteller nicht vorgetragen. Soweit er vorgetragen hat,
dass er mehrfach versucht habe Rechtsanwälte mit der Bearbeitung seines Falles zu beauftragen; diese jedoch den Fall abgelehnt 
hätten, stellt dies keinen Hinderungsgrund für die fristgerechte Einreichung des vorliegenden Antrages dar. Denn eine 
fristwahrende Einreichung des Antrags auf vorläufigen Rechtsschutz wäre dem Antragsteller ohne weiteres möglich gewesen. Im
Übrigen hat er etwaige Entschuldigungssgründe auch nicht glaubhaft gemacht. 
 en:The applicant had no reasons for not meeting the application deadline through no fault of his own not presented. As far as he 
has stated that he has tried several times to commission lawyers to deal with his case; however, if they had rejected the case, this 
does not constitute an obstacle to the timely submission of the present application. A timely submission of the application for 
provisional legal protection would have been all he needed to make it easily possible. He also failed to make the reasons for 
apology credible.
~
 After I brought the letter with the explanation of my Hausmeister as to why I had to bring my appeal late to the court and Frau 
Grue:nwedel acting as Gerichtsinspektorin accepted it[Klage Grue:nwedel][Antrag auf vorlau:figen Rechtsschutz Grue:nwedel], 
then she said to me that I had 4 weeks to formally submit my appeal. She clarified to me "not one month", but -four weeks-. We 
both looked onto a calendar right in that reception room and I asked her to double check if four weeks meant the last counting 
day would be July 1st and she told me that yes, that by "July 1st" means the same in German. So I had from June 3rd  to July 1st 
to complete and submit my appeal, which the courts officially stamped as submitted on July 1st. 
As I learned from the few people from Frau Grue:nwedel, off the Internet, my counselor and the other people that helped me, all 
I had to say I had to explain in writing on my appeal

vorlau:figen Rechtsschutz
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to the courthouse in Karlsruhe

~
 I managed to stop myself from including such sarcasm in a legal document, but I felt like going: "dear representatives of the 
courts, the spatio-temporal properties of the physical carrier of the information written in the BAMF [OU] determination never 
reached the neuronal cells enabling my sensory perception and due to previous experiences my mind would not construct such 
expectations, so I was never consciously aware of that BAMF letter in any way. Since the courts have received letters from my 
Hausleiter and the police themselves attesting to what I had said. Could you, Please, explain to me how could I or anyone make it
anymore 'glaubhaftig'?"
 My Hausmeister (Otto) admitted it in front of my Berater and his boss (Hausleiter, Herr Hess) that he had found and given to me
that letter 2 hours before (two days after the deadline). Herr Hess promised he would write a letter on Monday but then told me 
he wouldn't because he would have had to explain why I had received that letter past the legal deadline I had to submit my 
appeal. I had to remind him about his promise. He told me to bring my application to him. He gave my papers a fairly cursory 
reading and then wrote the letter to the courts for me to bring to them.
 To me the initial denial of temporary protection („vorläufiger Rechtsschutz") was the default reaction by the courts, which I as 
the plaintiff had to contest. After those clarifying letters from the police and my Hausmeister, if the courts still disbelieved them 
and my repeated explanations, they should have said so explicitly, but, as far as I know I have never been informed of any 
determinations against my case or reversal to any previous decisions by the courts.
 The last time I got an official, yellow envelope mail from the courts I could not quite make sense of what they wanted and Milan
apparently couldn't either. After a call to the courts he made himself they informed us that all they wanted was for me to 
acknowledge reception of their mail. My way to understand their action was that judge Friedrich wanted to double check that I 
was indeed receiving my mail, but, as I have said, at this point I don't know anymore what is going on. Did he send that mail me 
as a way to somehow falsify what I had stated? and interpret, use my reaction against me?
~
 When I was detained in Heidelberg they would look for you and block your food card to make sure you got informed in a timely 
fashion about what you had to do. In the U.S. they use certified return receipt cards credited by the Federal government (USPS). 
They make you go to the postal office to sign the card, acknowledge reception on the timestamped card to be sent back to the 
sender with the starting moment of the deadline. I am living in the site and they could see me most days of the week at around 
9:45 AM going out on my 3,9 Km walk to the public library. Besides they knew I was expecting that BAMF mail and those 
yellow large envelopes are very hard not to be noticed. The administration of the half-way house where I live got stung by the 
courts and the police for not giving me the BAMF letter in time. They haven't forgotten it. Of course, those incidents don't 
happen by themselves. I have a good idea about who could possibly be the perpetrator behind those actions. It would be very 
easy for them to think it through as well.
~
 The reason why I explicitly relate those incidents is because I wonder if they have tried to trick me again with mail related 
hiccups: "Well, Mr. López, we had already sent you a letter letting you know that your case had been once again rejected and you
didn't react to it in the time frame you had to do so …"
 I have shown to the courts how they would blackhole my outgoing and incoming mail just to mess with me. As one of the 
support letters written by my managers and friends attests, in one occasion they disappeared 500 pieces of mail. In another 
occasion DHL could not account for what could have possibly happened with books that were sent to me from Germany with 
information about the stasi which I was going to use to prove that the perp ratio in the U.S. (rate of snitches and perpetrators to 
general population) is at the very least four times (4x) greater than in East Germany and in East Germany it was greater than Nazi
Germany.[Postal Office ][DHL USA] Without explaining why, DHL made me pay 18 euro for a package of books which had 
been sent from the U.S. and which shipment had been already paid for, when I asked at the counter of the postal office why did I 
have to pay for the package again they told me they could not understand, but I had to pay if I wanted the package and call DHL 
to clarify the question. At the postal office they have told me they can't understand why my mail address is never written properly
on their own pick up notices and why I tend to have so many problems with my mail.
~
  On §1, judge Friedrich knowing about DEWs, I explained that I wasn't just "talking" about DEW, but openly criticizing using 
unsuspecting civilians as "research and development" (R&D) "lab rats" (as they themselves call us). When I heard TIs say that 
they were noticing their babies startle, incessantly scratch an area of their bodies and refusing to put on clothes right after they 
could feel themselves those scratching feelings produced by microwaves, as a Physicist and knowing well about those 
government perpetrators, because they were doing it to me, I knew exactly what was happening there and then.
 I pointed out to the courts that with a local telephone call right here in Germany to Aaronia AG's CEO, Thorsten Chmielus, they 
could find out about his business: "Dude, do you know what they are using your 'cool technology' for in the U.S.?" At this point I
am not really surprise about any of it, but to my amazement as I tried to download video from youtube [aaronia], I noticed that 
the audio had been removed, so that you can't enjoy his jokes (2m50s):
 "[our portable, programmable DEW you can also use] ... as a jammer, but I didn't say that, of course, because I think it is not 
allowed anywhere, but we call it 'field strength generator' and then 'it sounds more familiar' and you can use it".
 You could still download the captions to enjoy his jokes about the "possible uses" of his technological toys. Chmielus, as when 
USG calls torture "enhanced interrogation techniques", is just using word play to get away with inhumanely used technologies 
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and cracking jokes about it. I have nothing against technology per se or Chmielus' business. Many other legal bodies and social 
institutions have been raising concerns about that kind of weaponized technology being sold in the open market like dishwashers.
 I had been pushing theIntercept.com/Glenn Greenwald to openly, "irresponsibly" denounce such abuses[Trump Inherited FBI], 
but he chose not to do so. I would tell him that he was just "talking to words", that as a lawyer himself he knew that you can't 
start a class action suit against the government based on philosophical arguments, that if theIntercept.com didn't mention names, 
explained the specifics and didn't actually publish and explain the FBI operation manuals in a way that "We the people" can 
clearly see the nefarious and downright inhumane ways in which USG is using those technologies, all they were saying was: 
"roses are red  and the sky is blue". I outed the identifying information of NSA personnel[NSA Socrates] as a way to show to the 
Intercept how silly their "gentlemen agreements" were. Perpetrators let me know they didn't like that a bit. Why is it you can say 
that John McIntyre worked for the U.S. Navy as a janitor for a decade and not the names of key NSA personnel and the ins and 
outs of their abuses to whole communities of people and individuals? It is not enough to mention that as part of their social 
control and policing USG was keeping not only me, but whole communities of people under „lückenlose Überwachung" as they 
went about their daily lives, including 3D representation of the public and private spaces of whole cities[Broken Windows][Dom 
Aware]. How could he criticize the corruption of politicians and financial institutions and the morality of "gentlemen 
agreements" under which they cover one another, when theIntercept.com/he himself would honor "gentlemen agreements" when 
it came to not exposing the government enough for people to clearly see the nefarious extent of such abuses? I argued 
theIntercept.com/Glenn had the moral responsibility to use all that information they had about USG's corruption to shake the 
status quo in the U.S., that if they don't do so, then, as it biologically happens with viri, they ultimately were helping USG to 
"habituate" We the people with such inhumane abuses and crass excesses. Apparently, he found me so obnoxious and 
disrespectful that once he stepped out of his Pulitzer Prize throne to let me know how much he despised me.
 Yet, he didn't have to take it from me. That is exactly what the yes-men[the yes-men] and John Oliver were doing[the yes-men]
[Surveillance HBO]. Glenn is not a bad person and he certainly knows what I meant. His reporting of the assassination of 
Brazilian congresswoman Marielle Franco and her driver Anderson Gomes by perpetrators directly linked to the very son of the 
current Brazilian president, Jair Bolsonaro, was "irresponsibly" excellent. I was deeply offended but not really surprised when 
they started to physically attack Glenn camera![physically attack Glenn (even on camera][David Miranda said, they want us 
dead]. Those people, don't want for any of their bs to be exposed or questioned in any way. They killed Michael 
Hastings[Michael Hastings], called for the outright assassination of "unpatriotic" Snowden[Snowden], imprisoned 
Manning[Manning] and after keeping him holed in the Ecuadorian embassy for seven years they chose to torture Assange for 40 
more weeks in a British prison[torture Assange]. When did Trump go all the way to Brazil to punch Glenn in the face? He doesn't
have to personally do that. After Marielle Franco was  assassinated and in the middle of worldwide contempt against his/his 
family involvement, Trump would invite him to the White House in full protocollar reception and praise him. When you hear 
such a U.S. media venue such as Fox News (seen by pretty much everyone as a mouth piece for the most corrupt and negative 
individuals and institutions of the status quo in the U.S.) openly criticize the assassination of Franco by Bolsonaro's son' perps, 
you realize that you have nowhere to run. The other day I heard they were targeting congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio Cortez. 
These people in the U.S. are totally out of control. 10 years ago everybody thought that TIs were just mentally ill people from 
this techno sh!t age, especially the U.S. and British media took as some sort of sport mocking TIs. Nowadays people talk about 
targeting as if they were talking about a stroll in the mall, so "powerful donors are targeting AOC".[AOC targeted] One may 
think that all those people are "surely doing something that they shouldn't, right"? But then someone as entrenched in USG as 
Dianne Feinstein who was supposed to oversee the NSA and had been openly deriding "unpatriotic" Edward Snowden turned 
against the NSA when she was allowed to have a glance of their practices. [VICE]
 There are lots of people in the U.S. saying such things as the "government is 'reading', 'hijacking' my mind", "seeing through my 
eyes" ... some even committing suicide due to such very wrong beliefs. Nowadays, it is even on mainstream media channels and 
some psychologist have had the professional and moral integrity to point out that there is absolutely nothing in the scientific 
literature that could explain that new social phenomenon[Dr. Phil TIs]. It is so out of control that the (uniform, 'beat') police 
would tell people walking into police stations with such reports that "those are 'federal programs', there is nothing we can do 
about it"[ABC 10 News]. My friends (scientists and tech monkeys like me) would tell me that "there are all kinds of people 
talking about all kinds of real and imagined things" that they could not understand why I would waste my time with such people 
who are obviously mentally ill and/or don't/can't know better; that I was not supposed to give them any kind of psychological or 
psychotherapeutic advice (which in the U.S. is illegal). I explained to them I was just telling them the truth about the technical 
aspects they were talking about and how they could protect themselves. Then, after one of my friends had the chance to meet, 
talk to "those people", he realized things were not as simple as he thought and even though he is not a TI himself, he decided to 
help me start a ministry at church to help them. Perpetrators kept telling me to stop, that "they were going to 'have to' kill me", ... 
As my priest pointed out in her support letter it was right after that ministry was started that they gang attacked me.
 All kinds of people, from former U.S. ambassadors, CIA agents, veterans and even police officers to quiet grandparents and 
university scholars "who had studied such social phenomena for a long time" (they said) had been saying such nonsense for 
decades. Imagine you start hearing quite naturally sounding voices incessantly "talking to 'you'" (which no one else can hear, not 
even your spouse sharing the same bed you), telling you that you have again forgotten your car keys and teasing you as you look 
around for them at your place, telling you as you take a shower "what you want to do with your fingers", telling you what you are
looking at (as a kid I helped out of his torments related: "even if you are inside a cave"), letting you know that "your spouse is 
having sex right now with someone else" and giving you the # to confirm it (some TIs did) then in a soothing, patronizing voice 
tell you that "you don't really need a cheater in your life" ... Many TIs would start yelling back at those voices as (they said) their 
own way to psychologically defend themselves from such abuses to their very consciousness, other found those voices so 
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intrusive that they would stop taking showers. As it happened during MK Ultra 1.0, circa. 85% of the people they target are 
women and girls. Some other individuals would take that kind of abuse as some sort of abusive spousal relationship. I would tell 
them not to make that mistake because you can go away from an abusive spousal relationship if you really want to. In my case, 
they used "voices" a few times, but apparently after noticing I was crassly unimpressed (they want for you to talk back to those 
voices, use you as lab rat for their AI algorithms), would not talk back to those voices (which to me very clearly were artificially 
computer generated) they would constantly mess with my sleep, my health, my work and my social life. It was just not only 
telling me that they would remove any attempt at posting a wikipedia page about targeted individuals (why? they allow for all 
kinds of pages about the craziest and most esoteric topics), but when I was just talking about corpora research and semiotics. Just
a poem would brick your router. I didn’t know I had magical powers:
  https://hsymbolicus.wordpress.com/category/poems/   (lies ...) 
 Those folks being tortuously tormented to such extents thought that the government had ways to somehow talk directly to, 
manipulate thoughts and dreams in their minds. They even cultured a special terminology in reference to such topics. Some TIs 
who "in their previous life" had been government perps (CIA agents and such things) would tell us about their own  terminology. 
So what these guys do to people they target is "psychologically 'capturing'" them. When I started to tell TIs that they were wrong 
and to stop talking to "those voices" tormenting them, that they were just talking to computer generated voices linked to AI-
algorithms and sensors thoroughly monitoring and recording all they were doing in their functional environments, they would 
angrily tell me that I was a "CIA provocateur" trying to distract them from the real issues at hand and all kinds of nonsense. It 
was hurtful to meet excellent people, successfully managing businesses and raising their children tell me that they had had 
philosophical conversations with "their voices" ("would you like to live in a society where people have to live like that?" ...). 
That was my beef with https://theintercept.com/staff/glenn-greenwald/. He would not clearly disclose what he meant by "[USG 
was] peer(ing) through the walls of private homes;   and more  .", so, only people with a physical/technical grasp on reality could 
interpret what he meant [Trump Inherited FBI]. As a scientist and Mathematician, I would care only (mostly) about what could 
be proved. That article from the Intercept about the FBI operative manuals and an interview that a TI friend shared with me, is all
I need to clearly prove to all those people being tormented by such thoughts that USG was simply creating a Dopplegänger from 
them based on tracking their every move in the 3D representation of their spaces:
 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1rEk1BvIFlWso-MSMa5iBiKo-MvM7RxRb
 https://ipsoscustodes.wordpress.com/2017/09/23/quote_security-consultant_quote-bryan-kofrons-157-roy-street/
~ 
 The BAMF officer told me I could have moved somewhere else. My friends knew and would repeatedly point to me that that 
attack was "conversational". Some of my friends who are more respectful of the government were outraged when they learned 
that they had outrightly gang attacked me. They knew the next news they would hear from me was that I had been killed, was 
"suicided by cops" (an expression in NYC meaning that you do something really crazy knowing that you will be killed 
afterwards) or put in prison for the rest of my life. They were very upset, went up in arms when they heard the (as it turned out, 
false) news from Milan, that "I had been deported two days ago". Perhaps lawyers would understand this much better. Could you 
imagine one of the highest ranking judges of one of the German Federal states, who was dealing with such matters on a daily 
basis, stating in no unclear terms in a letter of support that: yes! police/USG do such things to people they "target" and that the 
NYPD definitely was behind the repression and torture I had to endure? This is his preferred title for work references (in the U.S.
they want to know who your references are):

From: (redacted)
To: Camilo Lopez <cmllpz@gmail.com>
Wed, Aug 26, 2009 at 3:41

Hi Camilo,

I am Principal Attorney, Mental Hygiene Legal Service of the Appellate Division First Department of the New York State 
Supreme Court.

Looking forward to seeing you Sunday.

Faithfully,
(redacted)

 I told my friends "to give me some time", that "I didn't quite understand, what had just happened". They surely wondered what I 
meant, if it was actually me the one from whom that email emanated, since they know I am not naive at all about police. 
 I have tried to understand what could be possibly going on, but I haven't been able to make much sense of it. There are so-called 
anti-terror clauses („Anti-Terror-Maßnahmen"), in the deportation procedures. Based on the very letter and spirit of the 
law[Abschiebung], the German government treated me as if I were a presumed actively violent Islamic terrorist.  Contrary to 
what the wikipedia page states, later I have learned that it has become "the new normal" to try to deport people without previous 
notice.
~ 
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  One of the points explicitly raised in BAMF's mockery rejection was that I came to Germany as a way to take advantage of tax 
payers generosity. As Frau Wurster, could attest, "even at my old age" (gringos are not too crazy about people's age as long as 
they keep themselves healthy/physically fit and are a good fit for the job they are hired for), public and private schools showed 
interest in hiring me right away after they read my lesson plans and chapters of the books I am writing about education. Even 
though I kept "unconsciously" using English words and some of my students would find a bit confusing, upsetting my style of 
teaching (a la Plato's Meno: showing to them that they indeed "know", can think through what they thought they didn't (some 
students find mentally expensive, don't like being asked a question as an answer to their own questions)), my manager has 
praised me "for having won the trust and hearts of my students so fast". After having noticed the upset and frustrated faces of 6-
grader Elisa and receiving a note from her alarmed mother, I told her jokingly that "mom was going to spank me if we didn't 
work on improving her grades in Math" (she was so frustrated that she didn't field my joke well). Then I spent as much time as I 
could with her and in two sessions in one week, she went from 4,5 to 2,5 in Math. I told her if we were able to do that in two 
sessions we certainly can aim for eine Eins (1: the highest score in Germany) in Math. Now, my "Math daughter", as I call her, 
works confidently and enthusiastic through her school work. She is all smiles when she sees me. When my older students, as part
of their English essay writing classwork, ask me what "manifest destiny" is, after explaining to them the various socio-
economical aspects relating to the Zeitgeist in which such ideations "happen" and how even Hegel participated in their fruition, I 
tell them to wrap my explanation that: „dies ist das amerikanische ,Deutschland Über Alles'". They giggled. I was the same kind 
of teacher, person in the U.S., but no one could understand why I couldn't get, maintain jobs. Some teachers proposed to me to 
start a charter school in which I would be the curricular officer, tech monkey, all-subject bilingual teacher and all-around nice 
guy, school angel all in one. Then they learned why that would not be a good business plan, as some of them expressly told me: 
they didn't want the government watching over their business. In the U.S. they don’t effectively put you under Berufsverbot and 
tell you that you can only work as a garbage man and public park gardener making sure that you apply for your new job as they 
do in Cuba, but they mess with anything you try to do professionally, even if it doesn’t have to do with politics at all. Wherever 
you work they let your managers and their perps about you and pay them to mess with you. They ‘try’ to ‘talk’ to you and what I 
always do in such situations is openly talk -about- such matters, never to them. Even while I worked at schools for minors (not as
part of an adult education program) they would let adult perps come off the street and sit my classes (which is as illegal as it gets 
in the U.S., and some authorities of the school who didn’t know about it freaked out big time)!
 As part of putting people they tarted under Zersetzung USG almost drove me twice into homelessness on the second occasion 
they were even telling me they could not find my social security number in their system. I told them that of course they had me in
their system, since they had already offered me welfare benefits before.[Homeless] No one in NYC who knew me and the need 
for my skills, could understand why was it that I couldn’t get and maintain a job.
~
  I remember on 15.04.2019 as I went with a group of asylum seekers to the waiting room, that an officer called me aside: „Wer 
ist Herr López?" I thought it was for the formal interview, but he just told me in a friendly way he knew about my case (putting a 
face of knowledgeable amazement as he himself could tell what I have had to endure). He told me "they" could themselves 
authorize my asylum application, that "I just needed to be quiet". Then he told me I could go to the waiting area again. When I 
thought about it (those kinds of people have that particular mannerism and ways of talking as if they were not saying anything), I 
couldn't make sense of what they meant by "they" and "being quiet", but at least he wasn't outrightly offensive, unfriendly. He 
also told me not to worry, that the BAMF person who would interview me knew well about the U.S. Later, I learned the name of 
that other person in the room (seemingly the boss): „Rugova". He was a little put off when I told them that my German needed a 
bit of re-seasoning (after 25 years in the U.S. not only English, but, even if I may not agree with it, "the gringo way of life, doing 
and thinking" has become the primary reference to my inner self).
 However, BAMF officer Brecht did not only totally dismissed, but turned into a mockery my asylum application. He wrote the 
references to the veracity of my statements in quotes as if making fun of me and would not even include crucial evidence directly
related to my case. I gave copies to the courts of original documents in which the very federal government denies me jobs 
because I had been blacklisted in one of those FBI indices. I was a juror for NY state, I did not only hold a teaching license from 
NYC's Board of Education (in the U.S. backgrounds checks of people working with minors are very strict), and you need a 
special license to even walk into schools for little, primary school children. I had both licenses. My friends told me I should make
very clear that I was not a criminal trying to run away from justice. They suggested a NY state certificate of good conduct (a paid
service) which didn't show anything bad and didn't necessarily mean anything bad so I should ask directly the FBI for a freedom 
of information act relating to myself. They had never heard of such personal requests being denied. However, the very FBI told 
me that: 1) they can't even tell me how bad I am; 2) that not telling me was legal; and 3) "last, but not least", the very peculiarly 
USG, greatest coda you could ever include in a legal document which translated to plain English means: "we may or may not 
mean what we say or do"!!! My request was not granted, even though I was asking for records pertaining to myself and U.S. 
journalists and all kinds of institutions have gained access to records against the very USG[vice]. Wouldn't that be a clear case of 
institutional abuse? Brecht's opinions even had a mobsters feel to them: „diese Leute haven gewolt dass er aufhört" ("those 
people wanted for him to stop"). So who are „diese Leute"? Probably, USG? and „aufhören" doing what?: denouncing the use of 
people as lab rats as part of their social-control R&D, harassing, torturing, driving people to commit suicide and killing people? I 
thought what matters is the rule of law when it came to court cases and respecting human rights, was it? Whatever I said he 
downplayed, bent and twisted: me: "when I walked on the streets perps threw stones around and at me"; Brecht: Oh! once some 
people threw a stone at me. He was so dismissive and mocking that Markus Upmann, a social worker in Heidelberg who decided 
to serve as „Seelsorgerer" angrily argued with him during the interview. Markus confided to me he had initially thought that "I 
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had some problems" and/or "was talking about movies and expecting for people to take me seriously" but then as he started to 
mind my case he seems to have changed his mind not only about me, but the U.S. and reality in general.
 After the interview Bretch told me that "the transcript of the interview would be sent to Berlin" ("the transcript" as was written 
by him, that is) Why didn't they actually record the interview and give a copy to all parties when this is so cheap? Or it was just 
my interview that wasn't recorded? Yet, I hoped those "Berliners" would at the very least read my written documentation and 
consider the evidence I provided. I understand that it is neurobiologically expensive to people when you challenge their 
functional illusions, so they "can't believe", get angry with you; but, what is the point of mocking someone, simply because the 
person has a different opinion? Why is it that they see themselves as being responsible doing so?, simply because they see 
themselves as cogs of structures of control? Why was it so hard for those Berliners to find out about me? Isn't BAMF police?
 Brecht didn't seem to know much about the USA. When he talked about „derzeitigen humanitären Bedingungen in den USA" 
(current humanitarian conditions in the U.S.), I think he meant:
 1) the general social conditions: 
 1.1) USG hasn't started to bomb their own country yet,
 1.2) turning its territories into war zones; and also that,
 2) legally speaking:
 2.1) human rights are respected in the U.S., and
 2.2) there is a legal system in place maintaining the rule of law.
 If you knew anything about the U.S. you would only agree to §1.1. About §1.2, I could tell you that the U.S. is the country with 
the highest incarceration rate in the world. In some U.S. states 85% of the prison population comes from only one zip code. I will
let you figure out the kinds of folks who live in that zip code, in conditions which conscious requirements are not that dissimilar 
to those in wars. One interesting news in the U.S. I heard once was that they tried to pass a law regarding extending the age of 
retirement, but they couldn't because that law would be unconstitutional. There is such a difference in the life expectancy that 
black folks in the U.S. would have to work all their life (no retirement, back to slavery?). Here in Germany you can't begin to 
imagine the degree of ghettoization in the U.S. in part because here ghettoizing people is illegal. In the U.S. police constantly kill
people for no good reason whatsoever and nothing ever happens to any of them. In one occasion clearly showing that technology 
is not a substitute for brains, a kid jumped over the fence of his grandparents which was detected by the GPS of his phone as he 
tried to talk to them and the thorough, all-encompassing 3D mapping of whole cities. Police deemed it a robbery in a high crime 
area. Now, as everybody wondered if they have so much information about everybody and everything, couldn't they see the kid 
was calling his grandparents? That that was place he frequented? §2.1 would apply to you as long as you are seen as one of the 
yes-men and §2.2 would make you laugh when it comes to the U.S. where they have secret courts ruling on secret laws which 
interpretations are secret ..., as well as all kinds of people being "legally" organized, authorized and paid by the government, 
private and semi-private "donors" to do -illegal-, unjust and crassly inhumane things. Yes, explicitly stated on the first stanza of 
the U.S. Constitution, the overriding idea of "the founding fathers" was to found a country based on laws not on a royalty, but 
what exactly does current day U.S.A. have to do with those founding ideas?
~
 At the airport, while they tried to talk me into "cooperating" while I kept asking questions they didn't have answers to, one of the
the Federal Police officers asked me why would I live like that in Germany if I could go to "'the' land of 'the' 'free' ..." (and all 
that kind of bs (sometimes I wonder if people harping that kind of mockery to you knowingly say such things as some kind of 
callous sarcasm)). The teacher in me told that lady that the U.S. is actually the land of the "yes men". She retorted by saying  that 
in Germany auch: if (my way of putting it) "you are doing something you shouldn't be doing" (I have somehow started to "like" 
that Trump line (crazily callous "pun" intended)), actually you don't have to do anything, just "being seen as thinking of 
something you shouldn't be thinking" will bring problems your way. What that lady didn't understand is that when you have so 
much control over people you, quite naturally, start believing it is your responsibility to play God!
 Partially because my friends "no! no! no!" me out of the mental state they had managed to bring me, when I decided to leave the 
U.S. for good, I had a hard time reestablishing contact with (the people I thought were) my friends around the world. I am not the
kind of person who craves attention, would be on facebook and such things, but I decided to get an account because "this is 
how/where people hang out nowadays". So, I did get an account on facebook to strategize my departure, (joe.malanga.9026), 
facebook has kept telling me to change those pictures as avatars. I haven't/won't. Why not? Right after I setup the account, the 
next time I tried to get a ticket to access the Internet, the government issued card "didn't work". The admin people at the library 
had to "double check my identity" (even though the public library has monitoring cameras everywhere). Now, does that show 
that their AI is working well, since it didn't expect for me to create a facebook account?, where they letting me know again they 
were watching me (as if they needed to do that) and/or was it part of a turking procedure to double check anyway. The library 
person made me show an ID in order to reinstate my account. An incident will show you what facebook means to me. One of my 
best all-time friends from Cuba living in Miami told me that he set up a facebook account exclusively to reconnect with old 
friends and one of the first "friends" requests he got was of someone from his primary school he had forgotten bore my exact 
name. He told me that knowing what facebook was and me well he freaked out wondering what that facebook thing was he was 
running into that made a person like me "join" ;-). In AI they say that "errors" are good, that AI learned through them. I am 
helping their AI learn "I am the very same one, their bosses ordered an attack on". Here in Germany, at cashier lanes in 
supermarkets they ask you to open your bags to make sure you are not stealing an extra tomato and they do that to everybody to 
adorably looking old ladies and crazy looking dudes like me. They don't have cameras everywhere, quite literally, monitoring 
your every move. At the police station my friends ideas, spirits visited me and I had a change of mind, as I still tried to do my 
best to protect my work/belongings (I had to, once again, leave most of my throughly annotated books when they hauled me 
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away). As I quickly opened my suitcase and went over it I was a bit noisy. A police officer pushed her seated rear end rückwärts 
to watch me. I unconsciously gave her a smirk and she stared at me for a while ("what is your smirk about, freak?"). So, at that 
police station, out of which also „Vigilantes" (as they called gang stalkers here in Germany) are managed, they had to actually 
watch you themselves (with their own eyes, that is).
 The long history of out of it all crazily abusive social control programs by USG is public information [Plutonium Files]
[Plutonium Files (Book)][MK-Ultra][USG dogs][Trump Inherited FBI]. Isn't the fact that the CIA seems to be so interested in 
me, a person USG themselves tacitly admits isn't criminal, a proof of persecution? As I wrote a wikipedia page about TIs I 
discovered that to USG you can only claimed to be tortured if you are under custody (and if you are they would just call it 
"enhanced interrogation techniques" or say that they are "just greater gooding you" that would be it)![USG Folter][USG Folter 
Gitmo].
 The psychologists helping USG torture, persecute, harass people don't seem to see anything wrong with any of their practices, 
they are "'just' 'helping you' 'through habituation' to change your mind", but then why don't they do it in the open? Why/what do 
they have to hide? Those APAs had (have?) high ranking CIA officers in their boards of directors! [USG APAs Torture].
 No one in México with a shred of moral sanity likes notorious criminal Chapo Guzmán but when they learned that he was being 
tortured, put under Zersetzung by their government (following instructions by USG) they profusely protested it even on media 
channels[Chapo Guzmán media channels]. They clearly see that: 1) torture is wrong. Period! And, 2) even more so when the 
government does it! I clearly saw that it was USG behind those developments. They were "'just' helping him change his mind". 
Later they said that: "Guzmán himself has asked to be transferred to a maximum security prison in the U.S."[Guzmán himself has
asked to be transferred to a maximum security prison in the U.S] As I read about what they were doing to him, I clearly saw that 
USG had been doing the same to me for more than two decades! The fire alarms in the stairways would go off and/or 3 dogs the 
superintendent brought into the building would start wildly barking when I criticized USG online, opened the refrigerator, walk 
into the bathroom, ... in my apartment. Dogs' hearing go into frequency ranges that we humans can't possibly perceive; so, as 
described in the very FBI operating manuals, sensors and DEW in your apartment and your neighbor's, and links to hardware and
animal beings would be "helpful" while turning your apartment into a dungeon, "no-touch" psychologically and somatically 
torturing you. The Mexican government was compelled to officially "clarify" that "not letting high-profile inmate Guzmán 
continuously sleep for more than 4 hours was not torture, a breach of his human rights"[Guzmán sleep deprivation]. USG doesn't 
even care about having to admit any to any of it to any extent and the "We the people" in the U.S. don't compel them to do so. In 
my case (as they are doing here in Germany, but to a way lesser degree), they wrapped my existence in all those high frequency 
and blunt noises, as well as vibrations of my bed and room to torture me and wake me up. They would not only not let me have a 
good night sleep but would make sure that I was awaken every two hours or so. I had ever since wondered about what exactly 
could they do to your brain by not letting you go into REM? What was it in the human neurobiology that could be altered that 
way? How would that influence your mind? Until I learned that disturbances in REM are associated with depression and 
disturbances in deep sleep are associated with Alzheimer's disease, so there you have it: "a ‘democratic’ government using torture
to mess with individuals who have nothing to do with ‘terrorism’, are not a ‘threat to society’, ... ". Ironically, sleep deprivation 
was one of Nazi's staple torture, but when freedom lovers do it it is "different", this is "legal", because "you are not under 
custody", they are not -torturing-, but "enhanced techniquing" you.[REM]
  Once you are blacklisted as the stasi used to do and the German government in collusion with psychologists and medical farma 
did until those programs were made illegal[Reign of Terror], they will ruin your life, as they did to Bobby Fischer, even if they 
knew well he was not a criminally minded person at all, even his own nice and true, social justice mother walked away from him 
when he was still a teen, "because all he would do is play, talk about chess". Bobby did, most, people don't fight back, are 
reduced to a vegetative state and/or are driven to "understand", to commit suicide or effectively killed. My friends know I will 
never commit suicide, as they drove Aaron Swartz and Sandra Bland to do. They do that by psychologically tormenting you to 
the point of seeing committing suicide as a way to assert your own self.[why-aaron-died] I am not saying I am "better", "braver" 
than they were in any way. I am actually honoring them, by not doing so. As my dad used to say to his friends jailed with him 
before and after "the Revolution": "this is the greatest favor you could possibly do to them". In fact, after Swartz committed 
suicide USG prosecutor Carmen Ortiz' spouse was making fun of people publicly mourning him. Also, let's not fool ourselves 
into believing that the abuse by the government was the main factor in their decision. They also did it because they saw the 
reason they lived for as totally hopeless, including, most importantly, -us-.
 I have thoroughly explained to you what the reasons for my "passive resistance" are. What would you do if you were in my 
position? Let USG torment more people to the point of making them commit suicide for more decades? I hope you could 
faithfully see why I chose to behave in such ways even if you would "penalize", put "more pressure" on me anyway.

 Thank you very much! Faithfully,
 Ricardo Camilo López
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